P6410  POINT BREAK  (USA, 1991)
(Other titles: Extreme limite; Holtpoint; Gefahrliche Brandung)

Credits: director, Kathryn Bigelow ; writer, W. Peter Iliff.
Cast: Keanu Reeves, Gary Busey, Lori Petty, Patrick Swayze.
Summary: Action/thriller set in contemporary Los Angeles, Calif. Johnny Utah (Reeves) is an FBI agent fresh out of training. He has been sent to L.A. to work with the wild man of the squad, Pappas (Busey) (a Vietnam vet). The two are assigned the case of the “Ex-Presidents,” a gang who hold up banks disguised as Ronald Reagan and his predecessors. Pappas has a hunch the thieves are surfers who finance their endless summer through these robberies. Utah is assigned the task of infiltrating the local surfer culture and in the process almost becomes a convert to that way of life.
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